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Abstract: The Student Attendance System Based on Data Analytics is developed with both web interface and mobile application. With the help of web interface admin registers the authorized faculty to the system. Through mobile application the registered faculty can login to the system and then they can take attendance with the help of a Smartphone and save it to the server. Admin has the privileges to view the attendance uploaded by the faculty, to make any changes in the attendance and finally generate the report and also maintain database.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Student Attendance system based on Data Analytics is a project where the attendance is taken and maintained digitally without any involvement of paper work. In this system we have two main modules: admin and faculty. Admin module does the work of registering the faculty members so as to avoid any unauthorized registration access to the system. The registered faculty signup to the system using mobile application with its unique username and password to mark the attendance of students and submits it to the database. The attendance can also be stored in phone’s internal or external memory in case of server failure. Faulty can view the attendance date wise, subject wise, session wise. Admin can view and also can edit the attendance. Reports can be generated here by only admin in just single clicks. Admin uses the web interface and faculty uses mobile application. This web interface is developed to run on different platforms and the application provided can be installed and run on all Smartphone.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

The literature survey is an examination of previous information available of the specific project. It is reviewing of what is already known, and not what is supposed to be assumed.

There are various educational institutions that use [1] Radio Frequency Identification and Detection (RFID) technology to record their student’s attendance. In this RFID reader and RFID chips are used. Reader is located on fixed location sends signal to passive RFID chip detected in range of reader. Chip re-transmits the acknowledgement signal with its unique Identifier code, hence chip is identified. Also, a single reader can identify many numbers of chips in very short period of time. However, RFID technologies incur cost of providing each individual with RFID card that has chip implemented. RFID reader should be sufficiently enough to capture each RFID chips acknowledgement. In case there are different departments within same infrastructure each RFID reader should detect RFID chip uniquely according to respective department, which could be cumbersome. Apart from that, biometrics technology is used for attendance reporting and tracking. Most of the biometrics technology use thumb scanner. This allows a fair and reliable attendance to be recorded. Fingerprint peripheral is used to record the attendance and sent the data into system using wireless or wired technology. However, it requires fingerprint peripheral which incurs cost; in case of hardware failure the whole attendance has to be taken manually.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Student Attendance system based on Data Analytics focuses mainly on taking attendance and generating report in minimal time. As said before there are two modules: admin and faculty. Admin’s are Head of Department of the various departments who are the persons to get access to the system through web interface. Admin has the privilege to register the authorized faculty to the database.

Once registration is done, faculty can take attendance and upload it, which will be saved to the database. All the faculty needs is a smartphone and an Internet connection to upload the attendance to database. In case of server failure or no Internet connection at moment faculty can save the taken attendance to phone’s memory to upload it later. Faculty’s work is done here. Admin further views the attendance according to the year, semester, student or time. If admin has to do any changes to the uploaded attendance by the faculty then he/she has these privileges here to change it with the help of faculty. Later the report generation which is usually done manually and then later it is submitted to admin in paper form is done in this system with just single click; no need to do tedious calculation or sit for hours to generate excel reports.
IV. CONCLUSION

Now a day’s attendance is mandatory but it requires lot of paper work and tedious calculations and time consuming paper work, with this project we have concluded that all the attendance taken in college will get easier by just few clicks. As data analysis is wide area of research we have tried to implement this tool and perform analysis of attendance data, to avoid cumbersome work of faculty.

V. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

Our work is limited to taking attendance and generating report. Future work done can include online tests, result analysis, online submissions of assignments, parents’ involvement to improve academic performance of their child.
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